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Connect is the only integrated learning system that empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they
need, when they need it, and how they need it, so that your class time is more engaging and effective.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are
included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with
optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780073379067 .
We the People by Thomas Patterson is a concise approach to American Government, emphasizing critical thinking through
relevant examples that appeal to today's students. This extremely readable program provides opportunities to engage with the
political process through tools that help students learn how to think about politics, utilizing digital resources that connect students
with the material in a highly personalized way.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events. Cram101 Just the FACTS101
studyguides gives all of the outlines, highlights, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests.
Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanies: 9780872893795. This item is printed on demand.

Traditional Chinese edition of Middle School: Get Me out of Here! by James Patterson. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation
copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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Tom Patterson’s We the People is a concise approach to American Government emphasizing critical thinking through
relevant examples that appeal to today’s students. This extremely readable program provides opportunities to engage
with the political process through tools that help students learn how to think about politics, utilizing digital resources that
connect students with the material in a highly personalized way.
Increase student performance, student engagement, and critical analysis skills with We the People. This program is
available with GinA, an educational game in which students learn American Government by doing, as well as McGrawHill’s LearnSmart, an adaptive questioning tool proven to increase content comprehension and improve student results.
Try our Politics in Practice which uses real-life scenarios to develop students’ critical thinking skills through activities and
a written argument. Unique to this program is a balanced, well-respected author who makes complex topics easy. Tom
Patterson is a recognized voice in media who teaches at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government. We the People’s
strong authorship and market-leading digital products make this an ideal solution to course goals.
We The People is a concise yet comprehensive book provides a positive, lively, future-oriented narrative introduction to
American government and politics. We the People presents material with a currency and relevancy that captures the vivid
world of real-life politics.
This concise yet comprehensive book provides a positive, lively, future-oriented narrative introduction to American
government and politics. We the People presents material with a currency and relevancy that captures the vivid world of
real-life politics. In addition, the text challenges readers to think critically; by giving contextual understanding of major
concepts and issues, it encourages them to think about the implications for society and themselves. We the People
delves deeper into the basics than most brief books, and each of the 17 chapters (including 3 policy chapters) concludes
with a reading selection (each from a different paper around the country) and an extensive bibliography. The sixth edition
has been thoroughly updated to capture recent developments, most notably those related to the Iraq conflict, the war on
terrorism, and the 2004 elections, and is accompanied by free access to PowerWeb (see "Supplements" for details).
Simplified Chinese edition of 12 Rules for Life: An Antidote to Chaos
This brief but comprehensive book provides a lively narrative introduction to American government and politics. The
straightforward, no-nonsense presentation (and design) delves deeper into the basics than most brief books, and each of
the 17 chapters (including three policy chapters) concludes with a reading selection. This popular text is complete
enough to "cover the course."
Americans are losing touch with reality. On virtually every issue, from climate change to immigration, tens of millions of Americans have
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opinions and beliefs wildly at odds with fact, rendering them unable to think sensibly about politics. In How America Lost Its Mind, Thomas E.
Patterson explains the rise of a world of “alternative facts” and the slow-motion cultural and political calamity unfolding around us. We don’t
have to search far for the forces that are misleading us and tearing us apart: politicians for whom division is a strategy; talk show hosts who
have made an industry of outrage; news outlets that wield conflict as a marketing tool; and partisan organizations and foreign agents who
spew disinformation to advance a cause, make a buck, or simply amuse themselves. The consequences are severe. How America Lost Its
Mind maps a political landscape convulsed with distrust, gridlock, brinksmanship, petty feuding, and deceptive messaging. As dire as this
picture is, and as unlikely as immediate relief might be, Patterson sees a way forward and underscores its urgency. A call to action, his book
encourages us to wrest institutional power from ideologues and disruptors and entrust it to sensible citizens and leaders, to restore our
commitment to mutual tolerance and restraint, to cleanse the Internet of fake news and disinformation, and to demand a steady supply of
trustworthy and relevant information from our news sources. As philosopher Hannah Arendt wrote decades ago, the rise of demagogues is
abetted by “people for whom the distinction between fact and fiction, true and false, no longer exists.” In How America Lost Its Mind, Thomas
E. Patterson makes a passionate case for fully and fiercely engaging on the side of truth and mutual respect in our present arms race
between fact and fake, unity and division, civility and incivility.
Increase student performance, student engagement, and critical analysis skills with We the People. This program is available with GinA, an
educational game in which students learn American Government by doing, as well as McGraw-Hill’s LearnSmart, an adaptive questioning
tool proven to increase content comprehension and improve student results. Unique to this program is a balanced, well-respected author who
makes complex topics easy. Tom Patterson is a recognized voice in media who teaches at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government. We
the People’s strong authorship and market-leading digital products make this an ideal solution to course goals.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events. Cram101 Just the FACTS101
studyguides gives all of the outlines, highlights, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only
Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanies: 9780073379173. This item is printed on demand.
What would you think if you could be thrown in jail for speaking against the government or printing material to which officials objected? If you
could be kept in prison until you told your jailers everything that they wanted to know? If people could come into your home at any time and
ransack it to their heart's content? If at your trial you weren't allowed to have a lawyer or subpoena witnesses in your defense? Not so long
ago, that's the way that it was, and it could be that way again. We the People is about our rights, what they are, and how they got that way.
Succinct and in narrative style, We the People addresses its subject at a popular level. Concentration is on three fundamental rights-freedom
of expression, the right to privacy, and the principle of fair notice and fair hearing during apprehension and trial.

SmartBook is the first and only adaptive reading experience. Fueled by LearnSmart- the most widely used and intelligent adaptive
learning technology- SmartBook identifies what you know and don't know, and highlights what you need to learn. It even figures
out what material you are most likely to forget. SmartBook helps you study smarter, not harder, and get the grades you want.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are
included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with
optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780077550844 9780077583996
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.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events. Cram101 Just the
FACTS101 studyguides gives all of the outlines, highlights, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive
practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanies: 9780078024795. This item is printed on demand.
A collection of humorous poems and drawings.
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